Patrol Rifle Instructor Qualifications

- Student must show proficiency with patrol rifle.
- Student will have two chances to qualify with a minimum score of 100%.
- Any accidental discharge will be grounds for dismissal from the course. Alibis will not be allowed.

**Number of Rounds:** 50 – Two 30-Round Magazines, Loaded with 25 Rounds each

**Target:** TQ-19  
**Scoring:** All rounds must be within the Designated Hit Zone.

**50 Yard Stage**
1) Start Prone, 10 Rounds, 20 Seconds

**25 Yard Stage**
2) Standing Low Ready to Prone, 5 Rounds, 10 Seconds
3) Standing Low Ready to Prone, 5 Rounds, 10 Seconds

**15 Yard Stage**
4) Standing Low Ready, 5 Rounds, Timed Reload from Bolt Lock (Empty Gun), Kneeling, 5 Rounds, 20 Seconds

**10 Yard Stage**
5) Standing Low Ready, 1 Round Center, 3 Seconds, Repeat 5 Times
6) Standing Low Ready, 5 Rounds Center, 8 Seconds
7) Standing Low Ready, 1 Round Center, 2 Seconds, Repeat 5 Times
8) Standing Low Ready, 1 Round Head, 2 Seconds, Repeat 5 Times
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